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Executive Summary
1

Canada risks being left behind when it comes to its 
investment in the technology economy. For over two 
decades, there has been little change in who makes up 
tech workers in Canada.1 One key component in our 
quest to catch up is the ability to attract and retain top 
tech talent to work in Canada. Yet the prevailing narrative 
cites fierce competition from US-based companies, 
who can afford to out-bid Canadian tech companies in 
compensation offers.

In this study, we carefully examine this claim, combining 
reliable data sources on tech pay in both countries, and 
adjusting for a host of factors, including purchasing power, 
cost of living, and compositional components. We show 
that the tech pay gap is present, is large, but is not simple. 
In particular, we find that:

1. Overall, tech workers in the US were paid 46 
percent more than tech workers in Canada 
(equivalent to almost $40,000 more): The pay 
gap between tech workers in Canada and the US is 
significant, even once purchasing power is taken into 
account.

2. Ten percent of the tech pay gap between US and 
Canada can be explained by a higher share of 
part-time, part-year work north of the border: 
One key contributing factor to the tech pay gap was 
the much larger share of tech workers in Canada 
who worked part-time, part-year. In fact, when 
we restricted the analysis to just full-time full-year 
workers, the gap decreased to $34,800, or a 10 
percent reduction in the overall pay gap. This may 
represent a higher level of flexibility that exists for tech 
workers in Canada.

3. Pay inequity across gender and educational 
markers is much starker in the US than in 
Canada: Pay inequity in tech in the US based on one’s 
gender identity and educational attainment were much 
starker compared to that in Canada. However, due to 
the underrepresentation of both women and those 
who don’t hold a Bachelor’s degree in both countries, 
closing the already-smaller pay inequity in Canada had 
little impact on the overall pay gap. 

4. Racial pay inequity looks vastly different 
between the two countries: In the US, there are 
stark compensation differences associated with a 
worker’s racial identity (where the highest paid tech 
workers—those who are South Asian—make almost 
84 percent more than American Indian (Indigenous) 
workers, who are the lowest paid group.

5. Tech workers in Canada were paid similarly 
regardless of whether or not they were in a tech 
hub (such as Toronto, or Kitchener-Waterloo), 
while tech workers in US tech hubs received a 
notable pay premium: Tech workers in the US had 
much to gain by working within key tech hubs in the 
country. While this effect is somewhat dampened 
when factoring shelter costs at those hubs, the pay 
premium is still notable, given that there are no strong 
compensation benefits for tech workers in Canada 
similarly located in tech hubs in the country.bod

6. Non-wage compensation for tech work in 
Canada, while hard to measure, was in some 
cases valued as half that in the US: When we 
consider available data on non-salary remuneration (in 
particular equity value from stock compensation), an 
average US tech workers’ equity holdings were valued 
at twice that of a tech worker in Canada.
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With the recent downturn in the tech sector and 
news of major layoffs even within tech giants, 
a window has opened that may allow Canadian 
companies to hire talent that will fuel its tech 
economy, given the sheer number of tech giants 
across the border. In particular, many of these 
talents come from large companies after they have 
scaled from their startup phase, the kind of “growth 
talent” that has often been cited as a crucial factor 
in allowing tech companies to scale and improve 
productivity.

How does Canada achieve pay competitiveness? To 
revel in lower wages and celebrate a downturn that 
would facilitate them would be the wrong focus. 
At the same time, the factors around pay raises are 
complicated, as tech pay often consists of more 
than salary compensation, and includes forms of 
compensation that are difficult to value. We also must 
not, in the name of compensation competitiveness, 
exacerbate pay inequity, for which we have a 
competitive advantage. We therefore recommend 
focusing on two paths simultaneously to ensure the 
tech sector in Canada has the talent it needs to 
grow:

1. Develop growth-oriented policies that, 
coupled with strong labour protections, allow 
tech companies to grow, and expand their 
ability to offer competitive pay: At the end of 
the day, tech companies will only be able to raise 
tech compensation if they are able to. Given the 
vibrancy of tech, competitive pressure is already 
present, and the right policies that support firm 
growth will activate Canadian tech companies’ 
ability to compensate tech workers fairly.

2. Continue tackling pay inequity across 
different groups: While Canada is currently in 
a better position relative to the United States 
regarding pay inequities for women tech workers, 
tech workers with specific visible minority 
identities (such as Black, and South Asian) 
and tech workers without formal educational 
credentials, a gap is still present, and more needs 
to be done in tackling pay inequity.

Implications for Industry and 
Policymakers
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Introduction
2

Despite being among the top countries in the world 
for producing tech talent (with four universities 
ranked in the global top 100 universities for 
engineering and technology),2 a recurrent narrative 
of lower wages for tech workers in Canada persists. 
A survey by Hired in 2018 reported that firms located 
in tech hubs in the US such as Silicon Valley and 
Seattle pay the average tech worker nearly twice as 
much as the average tech worker in Toronto.3 Even 
with a cost-of-living adjustment, the gap in wages 
is still significant, with salaries in cities such as San 
Francisco and Seattle ranging from 13 percent to 
44 percent higher than in Toronto.4 Annual surveys 
published by the University of Waterloo’s graduating 
classes in programs including Software Engineering, 
Computer Science, and Systems Design Engineering 
paint a similar picture; some graduating classes have 
as many as 85 percent of alumni who plan to work or 
accept a full-time offer in the US after graduation.5 
Not surprisingly, a majority of students cited 
compensation as a major driver in accepting an offer 
for a full-time position. 

Despite being among the 
top countries in the world 
for producing tech talent 

(with four universities 
ranked in the global 
top 100 universities 
for engineering and 

technology), a recurrent 
narrative of lower wages 

for tech workers in 
Canada persists. 
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The brain drain among tech workers is a part of 
Canada’s overall struggles within the sector. To 
understand the overall competitiveness of the 
technology landscape in Canada, we need to set the 
scene for the industry in Canada as a whole. While 
the Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) sector makes up 5.6 percent of Canada’s GDP,6 
as of 2021, Canada lags behind other Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
countries in terms of investment in research and 
development (R&D) as a whole and in the tech 
sector. Gross R&D spending overall in Canada is 
below the OECD average (1.7 percent compared to 
the OECD average of 2.7 percent),7 and investment 
into tech has been stagnating. Investment into 
natural sciences and engineering R&D in Canada 
as a percentage of GDP has decreased from an 
annual average growth rate of 5.7 percent in the two 
decades prior to the burst of the dotcom bubble in 
2000 to 1.5 percent in the two decades after (nearly 
a four-fold decrease).8 9 10 Tech R&D in Canada also 
pales in comparison to the US; the average annual 
growth rate of the value invested in the decades 
following the dotcom bubble was three percent 
in Canada compared to 13.3 percent in the US.11 12 
13 Lastly, labour productivity for the tech industry 
has been stagnating. While labour productivity in 
the ICT sector steadily grew in the first decade 
of the twenty-first century at an average annual 
rate of almost five percent, growth in the following 
decade slowed down to an average annual rate of 1.4 
percent.14

A key piece of the puzzle that should be analyzed 
in the context of the overall competitiveness of the 
tech industry is the attractiveness of this labour 
market for workers. While wage compensation 
is only one factor when selecting employment, it 
is a significant driver for many tech workers. For 
new graduates, this is especially important given 
the impact of this consideration on their career 
progression. Software engineering graduates from 
the University of Waterloo often cited compensation 
as a primary consideration for selecting their full-time 
job post-graduation.15 16 17   

Furthermore, a wage inequity issue also exists 
within the Canadian tech sector. While the tech 
industry produced 5.8 percent18 of Canada’s total 
compensation in 2021, the prosperity of this industry 
was not equitably distributed. Previous research 
found that the inequities within the Canadian tech 
sector continued to persist between 2001 and 2016 
for historically-marginalized groups, especially for 
women, visible minorities, and immigrants.19 Female 
tech workers earned around $6,000 less compared 
to their male counterparts, which is roughly the same 
as the gap in 2001.20 Tech workers who are racial 
minorities made close to $8,000 less per year. A $5.70 
difference in hourly pay emerged for immigrants in 
tech in 2016, whereas a pay gap did not exist in 2001.

While previous studies have analyzed the relative 
competitiveness of the tech sector in Canada, in 
our research we quantify this gap and the wage 
attribution to being a tech worker in the US over 
Canada. To understand the size of the wage gap 
attributed to a tech worker being located in the US, 
we conduct a regression analysis; this incorporates 
an examination of the gap attributed to various 
demographic characteristics such as education, age, 
gender, and visible minority status. The magnitude 
of these incremental impacts attributed to various 
demographic characteristics on wages can be 
compared across the US and Canada to understand 
the variation in equitable outcomes within the tech 
sector.

While the tech industry 
produced 5.8 percent of 
Canada’s total compensation 
in 2021, the prosperity of this 
industry was not equitably 
distributed.
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Methodology

Data sets

For Canadian data on annual wages, we examined the 
latest Statistics Canada Census for the year 2021.21 
Wages were measured as before-tax employment 
income22 and pre-aggregated as a median and 
mean for all workers in each five-digit National 
Occupational Classification (NOC) occupation in the 
previous year.23 Other demographic details specified 
for each occupational-wage pairing include gender, 
the highest education credential obtained, work 
activity throughout the year, geographic location 
(in terms of Census Metropolitan Area and Census 
Agglomerations), and visible minority status. In 
particular, Visible minority status is a term used by 
Statistics Canada to describe people with racialized 
identities; More information about how racialized 
identities are classified across Canada and the US is 
in Appendix E. This data set was used for all Canadian 

analyses in this report, using median annual wages for 
the descriptive part of the analysis, and mean annual 
wages for the regression analysis section. To examine 
American wages, we used a combination of three 
data sets:

1. The first data set is from the Current Population 
Survey,24 coupled with the Annual Social and 
Economic Supplement (CPS-ASEC), which 
collects data from households on demographic 
traits such as race, educational attainment, age, 
and occupation. Annual wage data for the 2021 
CPS-ASEC is derived from an individual’s longest 
job held in the previous year (2020), including 
employment at farm and non-farm businesses, 
as well as self-employment. For the first part 
of the analysis, median wages are aggregated 
from unaggregated individual respondent data 
for the typical tech worker by education status 

3
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and gender. Pre-aggregated average wage data 
(calculated as the mean wage) is used in the first 
regression analysis to examine the incremental 
attribution of the wage differential due to working 
in the US, with other controls such as education, 
gender, and work type (full-time or part-time). 

2. The second data set is the American Community 
Survey (ACS).25 The annual survey for 2021 
wages was released in 2022, and includes similar 
demographic detail as the CPS-ASEC. This data 
set was used to conduct the second set of 
regression analyses to understand the incremental 
wage differences between tech workers by racial 
identity. 

3. The third data set is from the US Bureau of 
Labor Statistics’ Occupational Employment and 
Wage Statistics (OEWS) data set. Similar to the 
Canadian census and the CPS-ASEC, the OEWS 
contains pre-aggregated wage data for each 
occupation for the year 2021. Geographic detail 
(by Metropolitan Statistical Area—MSA–and 
non-metropolitan areas)26 is provided as well, but 
no demographic detail (such as gender, highest 
education credential, and race) is included. This 
data set was used to calculate the third set of 
regressions to examine the incremental attribution 
of the wage gap in the United States over Canada 
for a tech worker, accounting for geographic 
location as it pertains whether an area is a tech 
hub, and to account for variations in shelter costs. 
 
 
 

Unless otherwise stated, all wages presented here 
are in 2021 Canadian dollars. Using a purchasing 
power parity (PPP) adjustment (as published by 
the OECD),27 American wages are converted to 
Canadian wages within all relevant data sets. For 
two data sets (the Canadian Census and the CPS-
ASEC), the values reflect annual wages earned in 
the previous year (2020). Though the COVID-19 
pandemic had a substantial negative impact on the 
labour market in 2020, there is evidence that the 
technology sector was fairly resilient compared 
to the rest of the labour market.28 Therefore, we 
assume the 2020 data is appropriate to use, and 
that the pandemic does not materially impact the 
results of this study.

After the conversion to Canadian dollars was 
conducted, the conversion to 2020 dollars for the 
appropriate data sets was made with respect to 
the change in average per-hour wages across all 
jobs from 2020 to 2021. In the US, this would be 3.5 
percent (as per the OEWS),29 and in Canada this 
would be two percent.30

Other supplementary data sets used in this study 
to estimate the drivers of a tech wage differential 
include measurements of other non-wage factors 
such as shelter costs, the categorization of a 
geographic area as a tech-hub, and non-wage 
compensation such as equities, refresh grants, and 
bonuses.
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This study adapts the definition of tech occupations 
derived by Vu, Zafar, and Lamb (2019).31 We modified 
their original methodology to account for NOC 2021 
classifications, examining five-digit occupations. A 
similar concordance was constructed for Standard 
Occupational Classification (SOC) occupations, with 
some manual adjustments to ensure comparability 
across Canadian and US tech occupations.32

Unlike the Canadian census, occupations in the 
CPS-ASEC and OEWS are specified as SOC codes. 
While there are more SOC codes than NOC,33 the job 
codes roughly cover the same types of occupations, 
and while there are more SOC occupations identified 
as tech jobs, the coverage of jobs compared to 
NOC tech occupations are the same. Overall, this 
translates to roughly the same proportion of workers 
in both countries that are classified as tech workers 
(4.8 percent in Canada compared to 4.7 percent in 
the United States).34 Other studies have estimated 
the proportion of STEM (science, technology, 
mathematics and engineering) workers in the US 
workforce, including a 19.4 percent estimate from 
LinkedIn,35 and a 6.2 percent estimate from the US 
Bureau of Labor Statistics.36 As this methodology 
only looks at tech workers, it only represents a subset 
of workers within STEM, which explains the relative 
differences in estimation when compared to others 
studies.37

What is a tech worker?
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A two-part analysis will be produced to understand 
the US-Canada wage gap. First, the wage for a 
typical tech worker (represented by the tech worker 
at the median of the wage distribution) is examined 
for both the US and Canada. This will be done using 
the 2021 Canadian census, and the CPS-ASEC 
data set for the US. For the Canadian census, pre-
aggregated median wage data will be weighted by 
employment. For the CPS-ASEC data set, a median 
is calculated over individual respondent data. This will 
be replicated by gender, education status, and for 
full-time workers. 

Second, to understand the size of the gap attributed 
to working in a tech occupation in the US, we 
conduct a series of regression analyses. Using the 
average employment wages in each occupation, 
the first regression analysis combines both pre-
aggregated data from the CPS-ASEC and Canadian 
census to estimate the tech-wage difference 
between US and Canada. We also determine the 
incremental wage difference attributed to variables 
such as gender and education status. The second 
regression uses the ACS and Canadian census data 
sets to determine the incremental wage differences 
across racial identities.38 Finally, we incorporate the 
impact of cost-of-living expenses across different 
locales in the US and Canada. This allows for an 
analysis to determine whether wages vary according 
to the average shelter costs of a jurisdiction. For 
example, do tech workers living in San Francisco 
receive pay that compensates them adequately 
for their higher housing costs, compared to those 
located in Phoenix? Through this analysis, we also are 
able to understand whether there are pay premiums 
associated with tech workers who work in major tech 
hubs in both countries.

Analytical method
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Descriptive analysis of wage 
differentials 

What is the raw wage differential between 
tech workers in Canada and the US?

Inclusive of all work types (full-time or part-time, 
full-year or part-year, or if a worker has a job but did 
not work during the year due to being on leave), we 
compare the wages of the typical tech worker (the 
tech worker at the median of the wage distribution) 
and typical non-tech worker (the median of the wage 
distribution for all other occupations not classified as 
a tech job) in both countries. A typical tech worker in 
Canada makes $83,700 in annual wages, almost twice 
as much as a typical non-tech worker (who makes 
$46,300). In comparison, the typical tech worker in 
the US makes $122,600 compared to $51,800 for the 
typical non-tech worker, which is over twice as much. 
This equates to a tech worker in the US making 46 
percent more than a tech worker in Canada. 

4

A typical tech worker in 
Canada makes $83,700 in 
annual wages, almost twice 
as much as a typical non-
tech worker (who makes 
$46,300). In comparison, the 
typical tech worker in the US 
makes $122,600 compared to 
$51,800 for the typical non-
tech worker, which is over 
twice as much. This equates 
to a tech worker in the US 
making 46 percent more than 
a tech worker in Canada. 
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Differences in work status could contribute to some 
of the variation in annual wages for tech workers 
in Canada and the US. A higher proportion of tech 
workers in the US work full-time and full year 
(FT39/FY40) compared to tech workers in Canada 
(86 percent in the US compared to 74 percent in 
Canada).41 However, it is useful to take into account 
this gap in FT/FY work when analyzing wage 
outcomes in aggregate, as it may signify a higher 
likelihood of flexible work arrangements in Canada. 
Furthermore, some demographic groups are observed 
to be more likely to work outside of a FT/FY capacity; 
this is also a consideration when understanding 
wage outcomes as societal and cultural norms may 
contribute to some of the observed discrepancies in 
labour market outcomes.

That being said, there continues to be a large annual 
wage gap between tech workers in the US and 
Canada when we only consider (FT/FY) workers. 
A typical tech worker in Canada who works FT/FY 
makes around $94,800 in annual wages, compared 
to tech workers in the US who makes $129,700. 
The tech wage gap between the countries equals 
$34,800 in annual wages between tech workers in 
the US and Canada. In other words, the typical FT/
FY tech worker in the US makes 37 percent more in 
annual wages than the typical FT/FY tech worker in 
Canada. Interestingly, annual wages for non-tech FT/
FY workers in Canada are slightly higher than for non-
tech workers in the US (after the PPP adjustment), 
with the difference in annual wages being no more 
than $1,000.  
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In the previous section, we began exploring the 
components of this wage gap by first understanding 
how the composition of full-time work contributes. 
We now further decompose this by looking at how 
the gender division in tech across two countries 
contributes to this gap. We find that a relatively 
larger gender gap exists in the US for tech workers 
compared to Canada, which may contribute to 
some of the variation in the tech wage gap. For 
all work types (full-time or part-time, full-year or 

part-year), the typical male tech worker in Canada 
makes $86,600 annually, which is around $12,600 
more than the typical female tech worker, who earns 
around $74,000 annually. This equates to a male tech 
worker making 17 percent more than their female 
counterparts. Even subsetting for FT/FY workers 
only, the typical female tech worker makes close to 
$10,000 less than the typical male tech worker, a 
difference of 11 percent in annual wages.

What is the gender gap in 
Canada and the US?

For all work types 
(full-time or part-
time, full-year or 

part-year), the typical 
male tech worker in 

Canada makes $86,600 
annually, which is 

around $12,600 more 
than the typical female 

tech worker, who 
earns around $74,000 

annually. 
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In the US, the typical male tech worker makes an 
annual wage of $129,700, compared to $103,100 for 
the typical female tech worker. In other words, a 
male tech worker on average earns 26 percent more 
than a female tech worker, or close to $26,600 less 

annually. There continues to be a gender gap when 
looking at FT/FY workers only; the typical female 
tech worker makes $14,600 less than their male 
counterparts, or a 13 percent difference.
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Gender differences in FT/FY work across countries 
are stark; in Canada, 71 percent of women in tech 
worked FT/FY, compared to 83 percent in the 
US. Similarly, 77 percent of men in tech in Canada 
worked FT/FY compared to 88 percent in the United 
States.42 While this is likely driven by a combination 
of country-specific factors, this difference in FT/FY 
status in both countries for both men and women 
could be partially driven by the availability of parental 
leave benefits for workers in Canada. While partially-
paid parental leave up to 52 weeks is federally 
mandated in Canada,43 this is not the case in the 

United States, where the Family and Medical Leave 
Act (FMLA) provides at most 12 weeks of unpaid 
leave.44 Some of the largest tech companies such as 
Alphabet, Amazon and Microsoft provide between 
20 and 24 weeks of paid leave.45 Women have lower 
participation in the labour force than men,46 47 which 
can be assumed to be partially driven by their being 
primary caretakers for children. While the specific 
magnitude of this impact is unknown for female tech 
workers, it is important to recognize the role of these 
responsibilities on broader labour market outcomes.
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Post-secondary education between countries is one 
of the largest drivers in the tech wage gap observed 
across the US and Canada. A substantial wage gap 
for the typical tech worker between both countries 
is observed for those with a Bachelor’s degree or 
above. However, the overall distribution in wages 
according to education credential is much larger 
in the US, which signifies higher wage inequality, 
especially for those without a post-secondary 
education.

The most common type of education credential for a 
tech worker is a Bachelor’s degree, with 46.6 percent 
of tech workers having obtained this credential. The 
typical tech worker in Canada with a Bachelor’s 
degree makes $88,500 a year, compared to the 
$122,600 in annual wages that a typical tech worker 
with a Bachelor’s degree in the US makes. This 
amounts to a difference of around $34,100 a year. 

This wage difference between Canada and the US 
continues to increase with each level of education; 
the difference in annual wages for a typical tech 
worker with a Master’s or Doctoral degree is around 
$50,000 or more. For tech workers in the US, having 
a Master’s or Doctoral degree is attributed to higher 
wages compared to having a Bachelor’s degree. 
While the same is true in Canada, having a Master’s 
or Doctoral degree does not have as large of a wage 
difference compared to having a Bachelor’s degree 
compared to tech workers in the US. The typical 
tech worker in the US with a Master’s degree makes 
$141,500 a year, which is $18,900 more annually than 
the typical tech worker with a Bachelor’s degree. In 
Canada, the difference in wages for a typical tech 

worker with a Bachelor’s and Master’s degree is only 
$4,500. The wage premium for a Master’s degree in 
Canada for a tech worker is less than that of a typical 
non-tech worker; a non-tech worker with a Master’s 
degree earns $11,000 more in annual wage compared 
to a non-tech worker with a Bachelor’s degree. 

What is the wage gap by 
education credential in 
Canada and the US?

The overall distribution 
in wages according to 

education credential 
is much larger in the 

US, which signifies 
higher wage inequality, 

especially for those 
without a post-

secondary education.
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Unlike tech workers in Canada, the difference 
between having no degree or high school diploma 
(having their highest education credential as less 
than a high school diploma) and having a high school 
diploma in the US is large. High school graduates 
in tech make over twice as much as tech workers 
with no degree or high school diploma. In Canada, 
the typical tech worker with no degree or high 
school diploma has higher wages than the typical 
tech worker with a high school diploma in Canada. 
This could be due to selection bias for tech workers 
who do not have any degree, as they likely have 
exceptional skills (either self-taught or through other 

non-institutional resources) which allow them to 
succeed in the tech industry. Furthermore, a small 
sample size may distort results, as less than half a 
percent of tech workers do not have any degree or 
high school diploma, compared to 10 percent who 
have high school diplomas as their highest education 
credential. The difference in annual wages for tech 
workers with a high school degree to what tech 
workers without any degree or high school diploma 
receive are no more than a $4,000 difference. This 
is not observed for non-tech workers, where the 
median high school graduate earns over $8,000 more. 
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When we deconstruct tech wages by racial identity, 
similar patterns emerge across countries. Tech 
workers in both Canada and the US who are South 
Asian, Chinese, or Japanese consistently make more 
in annual wages than other racial groups. In the US, 
the typical tech worker who is South Asian, Chinese, 
or Japanese makes among the highest annual 
wages, making upwards of $160,000. In Canada, the 
typical tech workers in these groups earn upwards 
of $83,000 in annual wages, which is amongst the 
highest across all racial identities. In contrast, the 
typical tech worker in the US who is Black, American 
Indian and/or Alaskan Native, or Native Hawaiian 
or Pacific Islander makes the lowest annual wages, 
making less than $100,000. In Canada, the median 
wages are the lowest for tech workers who are Black, 
Arab or Filipino, making less than $77,000 annually.

The distribution of tech wages in the US by racial 
identity is much larger than Canada. The difference 
between the racial identity with the highest and 
lowest median annual wages is over $70,000 in the 
US (greater than the median annual wage for non-
tech workers), while in Canada this range is around 
$20,000. This inequity in the wage distribution in 
the US is not unique to tech workers; for non-tech 
workers, the racial group with highest median annual 
wages earns over twice as much as the racial group 
with the lowest annual wages. Furthermore, there 
is evidence that wage inequality is increasing in the 
US. The gap between the median Black and White 
workers’ wages in 2019 was 24.4 percent; this gap 
was between 32 and 42 percent in 2021.48 Though 
US tech wages in general are higher than Canadian 

tech wages, this exemplifies how opportunities are 
not always equally distributed. While differences 
in FT/FY work could play a part in the unequal 
distribution of wages, an examination of other 
contributors to the observed disparity in economic 
outcomes could include access to education, 
seniority/experience, participation by industry, and 
discrimination, among others. 

What is the racial wage gap 
in Canada and the US?

The distribution of tech 
wages in the US by 

racial identity is much 
larger than Canada. 

The difference between 
the racial identity with 
the highest and lowest 

median annual wages 
is over $70,000 in the 
US (greater than the 
median annual wage 

for non-tech workers), 
while in Canada 

this range is around 
$20,000.
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Incremental wage premiums of 
worker characteristics 

While inequities exist within the tech industry across 
both countries, these effects are often layered. 
Breaking down the economic outcomes of various 
groups helps outline the nuances in the barriers that 
different groups face within the labour market. For 
example, a tech worker who is a woman, a visible 
minority, and has a college diploma has different 
barriers to the labour market than a tech worker 
who is a man with the same credentials and visible 
minority status. Additionally, economic outcomes 
could look different for the same group across the 
US and Canada. Even in tech, where wages often 
far exceed non-tech occupations, it is observed that 
these higher wages are  not always homogeneously 
distributed, as exemplified with the earlier descriptive 
analysis comparing tech wages across gender, 
education, and racial identity. Conducting a regression 
analysis allows us to understand how various 
demographic characteristics interact within each 
country, and isolate the incremental wage impact 
or wage premium, which is the increased amount 
in wages attributed to a certain characteristic. We 
can then understand the true proportion of the tech 
wage gap attributable to working in the US over 
Canada. 

5
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First, we analyze the wage premium associated 
with working in a tech occupation in the US. After 
controlling for gender, education credential, and work 
type, the isolated premium of working in tech in the 

US has a $30,700 annual wage premium over working 
in tech in Canada. This is over two-and-a-half times 
as large as the premium from working in the US in a 
non-tech occupation ($11,900).

Wage premiums to working 
in the US
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Women continue to be paid less than men in tech, 
even after controlling for work type and education. 
This gender gap exists for both tech and non-tech 
occupations, and is greater in the US compared to 
Canada. In the US, the attribution of being a woman 
in tech is associated with $25,000 less in annual 
wages compared to men in tech; in Canada, this 
gap is $15,700. In percentage terms, the incremental 
gender gap in annual wages between men and 
women in tech is -19.5 percent in Canada, and -24.4 
percent in the US. 

While the gender gap exists in both tech and non-
tech occupations, the gap in tech is larger. The 
incremental gender gap in Canada is $5,300 greater 
in tech than in non-tech occupations (or a difference 
of two percentage points), while this gap is around 
$8,000 greater in tech compared to non-tech in 
the US (or 4.7 percent). Though tech workers 
as a whole earn more than non-tech workers, 
inequities that exist in the broader labour market 
persist. Participation for women in tech as a whole 

is considerably lower as well. As of 2022, women 
make up 28 percent of the tech industry workforce 
in the US,49 which contributes to the inequity in 
the distribution of the prosperity of the sector as 
a whole. Additional data around attributes such as 
work experience could help understand where these 
inequities stem from, and provide insights on whether 
opportunities for career advancement could be 
inequitably distributed in tech.

Wage premiums by gender
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Across both countries, workers in tech occupations 
have an increasing and positive wage premium to 
post-secondary education (Bachelor’s degree or 
above). However, in both countries, a high school 
education and a college education does not have 
a statistically significant wage premium compared 
to not having any degree or high school diploma in 
tech. This is in contrast to non-tech occupations, 
where there is a statistically significant incremental 
wage premium over having no degree or high school 
diploma for every level of education. 

Higher education in the US yields a significantly 
greater wage premium in the US over Canada. 

For tech worker occupations in Canada, the 
incremental wage premium to a Bachelor’s degree 
or above is lower than for non-tech workers in 
Canada. But for the US, the opposite is true; higher 
education nets significantly larger returns at every 
level for workers in the tech sector compared to 
non-tech sectors. At a Bachelor’s degree level, the 
incremental return for workers in tech in the US is 
$51,600, which is around $23,000 more than for 
non-tech workers. In Canada, the incremental return 
in tech for a Bachelor’s degree is around $11,900, 
which is around $4,100 less than for workers not in 
tech. Furthermore, the gap between US and Canada 
for incremental returns to a Bachelor’s degree for 
workers in tech is significant; workers in tech in the 
US have a $39,700 higher incremental return for their 
Bachelor’s degree than tech workers in Canada. This 
gap only increases for Master’s and Doctoral level 
education ($60,100 and $88,700, respectively). 

The implications of the gap in the incremental wage 
premium by education contribute to the struggles in 
relative competitiveness of the Canadian tech labour 
market. For workers with higher credentials, the 
opportunity cost of working in tech in Canada over 
the US, spurred by higher pay inequity associated 
with having higher levels of formal credentials, means 
it becomes particularly challenging to retain such 
workers in the country. Furthermore, higher wages 
have a compounding effect, given the impact on 
career wage progressions. There is also evidence 
that US tech firms hire more STEM graduates with 
higher education: 78 percent of tech workers in the 
US have a Bachelor’s degree or above, compared 
to 68 percent in Canada. A greater demand for tech 
workers with higher education and the attraction 
of higher salaries create alluring incentives for tech 
workers in Canada to work in the US. 

Wage premiums by education 
credential
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However, in both countries, a high school 
education and a college education does not 

have a statistically significant wage premium 
compared to not having any degree or high 
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Examining the incremental racial gap reveals large 
inequities across both countries. While the majority 
of racial minority groups in Canada50 who are not 
working in tech have a significant incremental racial 
wage gap compared to their White counterparts, 
the wage dynamics for tech workers is distinct. 
Only Arab, Black, and South Asian workers in tech in 
Canada make incrementally less than White workers 
in tech (ranging from -$8,000 to -$10,000 in annual 
wages), while Japanese workers in tech and non-
tech make anywhere from $10,000 to $18,000 more 
incrementally in annual wages compared to their 
White counterparts in Canada. The wage gap for 
Arab and South Asian tech workers is notable, given 
those identity groups are overrepresented in the 
tech workforce, relative to the share of the general 
(non-tech worker) population. In Canada, South 
Asians represent 15.8 percent of the tech workforce, 
whereas there is only a 7.1 percent share of South 
Asians in the general (non-tech worker) Canadian 
workforce. Further, Arabs represent 2.5 percent 
of the tech workforce, and only 1.5 percent of the 
general (non-tech worker) workforce. 

In the US, Black and Indigenous51 tech workers make 
incrementally less than White52 workers in tech, at a 
magnitude between -$18,000 to -$20,000 in annual 
wages. However, among the lowest-paid groups in 
the US are Latin American (or Latino) tech workers, 
who are paid close to $32,000 incrementally less 
than the average White tech worker in the US. This 
corresponds with wage outcomes for the group as a 
whole, as Latino non-tech workers in the US are paid 
close to $22,000 incrementally less than White non-
tech workers in the US. 

Black workers consistently have incrementally lower 
wage outcomes compared with their White peers, 
whether in tech or non-tech occupations, and 
across countries. In addition to lower incremental 
wage outcomes, Black tech workers are also 
underrepresented in tech. According to the Black 
Professionals In Tech Network (BPTN), an estimation 
of 8,725 Black tech workers were under-utilized in 
the tech workforce in Canada in 2016, which could 
grow to 33,000 by 2024.53 This has been observed in 
the US as well; although 12 percent of the workforce 
is Black, only eight percent of tech jobs are filled by 
Black workers, with growth in Black workers in tech 
forecasted to fall behind overall tech job growth in 
the next decade.54 Furthermore, research has found 
that wage growth in the US since 1979 was slower 
for Black workers as well compared with White 
workers (5.3 percent versus 20 percent). Educated 
Black workers were not insulated from wage 
inequality, with real average wage growth between 
2015 and 2019 declining for Black workers with a 
Bachelor’s degree.55

The jobless rate as well as formal post-secondary 
educational attainment for Latino and Hispanic and 
Black workers are higher in the US.56 57 Examining 
barriers to educational attainment for these groups 
could support pathways to tech careers, as this 
correlates with an underrepresentation within the 
tech labour force and hiring. Racially, 8.1 percent of 
tech workers identify as Latino (despite representing 
18.9 percent of the total population) and 6.4 percent 
identify as Black (despite representing 13.6 percent of 
the total population).58 59 The lack of Black or Latino 
representation in leadership in tech and venture 
capital firms could also potentially contribute to lower 

Wage premiums attributed to 
racial identities
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economic outcomes for these groups in tech, when 
analyzing a top-down approach to advocating and 
supporting greater economic outcomes for these 
groups.60 The consistently lower economic outcomes 
to Latino or Hispanic and Black workers speak to 
the overarching disparity in not just labour market 
outcomes in both countries, but the lack of diversity 
within the tech ecosystem overall, which is both a 
microcosm of and exacerbated by existing labour 
market issues. 

Similar to labour market outcomes for Black workers, 
the lower incremental wage outcomes of Indigenous 
workers in tech may be part of a wider issue in labour 
market outcomes for this group. Indigenous people 
in the US have lower rates of attainment for higher 
education credentials, lower rates of labour market 
participation, and higher rates of disability compared 
with White workers.61 And while incremental returns 
to Indigenous workers in Canada was not analyzed 
due to the lack of data, research has shown that 
wage outcomes and participation in tech and the 
overall labour market are lower compared to non-
Indigenous workers.62 Labour market discrimination 
and barriers to participation should be analyzed firstly 
as a systemic issue within the entire context of the 
labour market, before addressing the specificities of 
the inequalities within the tech sector.

The wage attribution to being South Asian as a tech 
worker in the US is significantly larger than White 
workers in tech, which contrasts the findings in 
the Canadian data set for this group. An estimated 
38 percent of technical roles in Silicon Valley’s top 
20 firms are filled by Asian workers, with South 
Asian workers being the second-largest group in 
tech companies across the US (second to White 
workers).63 Furthermore, South Asian entrepreneurs 
have built many successful technology companies 
from the ground-up in the US; India is the leading 
country of origin for entrepreneurs of billion-dollar 
start-up companies founded in the US in 2022, at 
66 companies.64 The disparity in wage outcomes for 
South Asian tech workers across countries underlines 
how the success of this group is not generalizable 
across countries, as circumstances and experiences 
vary. It also speaks to the need to analyze racial 
disparities in labour market outcomes separately, as 
experiences and barriers for one group are distinct. 

The incremental racial wage gap across both 
countries signifies that providing equitable 
opportunities is two-fold; having a greater number 
of visible minorities and underrepresented groups in 
tech is not equitable within itself if these workers are 
not provided the same opportunities to achieve and 
earn as much as their peers in the industry. 

It is also important to note that while gender has 
been accounted for in this regression, work type 
(FT/FY compared to part-time or part-year) has not 
been included in this regression. While it is possible 
that certain racialized groups are more likely to work 
part-year or part-time, further research is needed to 
understand the attribution of the availability of FT/
FY work opportunities for these groups in explaining 
the disparity in incremental wage premiums. This 
would incorporate a better understanding of whether 
there are more pertinent barriers that restrict upward 
economic mobility for these workers. 

Having a greater 
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underrepresented 
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While wages for tech workers vary between the 
US and Canada, wages fluctuate depending on the 
geographic area as well. Certain areas that have 
a more prominent tech presence (known as “tech 
hubs”) provide advantages over working in other 
non-tech hub areas.65 Research by Moretti (2019) 
found that agglomeration and clustering effects 
support knowledge spillovers, attract larger talent 
pools, and boost innovation.66 To analyze the impact 
on tech workers’ wages of being in a tech hub, we 
assign a tech hub status to metropolitan and non-
metropolitan areas across both US and Canada based 
on CBRE’s market profiles of tech cities.67 Tech 
hubs are analyzed based on thirteen metrics, with 
the concentration of tech talent available the largest 
consideration. Other considerations include tech 
diversity, tech degree completion and enrollment, 
costs to operate for tech companies, and cost of 
living for tech workers. In total, the top 25 tech hubs 
were identified (with 20 in the US and 5 in Canada).68 
For robustness, the regression was conducted with 
the top five tech hubs in each country, and again 
with all 25 tech hubs; the results between the two 
regressions were similar, and the findings remained 
relatively unchanged. The results with the top 25 
tech hubs across both countries will be presented in 
this section.

Although being in an area that we’ve designated 
as a tech hub tends to be correlated with higher 
costs of living, shelter costs are factored in as well 
to understand whether there is a significant wage 
premium attached to geographic variations in 
household costs between areas. Average monthly 
shelter costs (which include mortgage payments, 
rent costs, utilities, etc.) are calculated for each area 
inferred from regional price parities in the US and 
2021 census data in Canada. 

Data for housing costs were retrieved from Statistics 
Canada and the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
The average monthly shelter costs (including costs 
to rent and costs of ownership) is estimated for 
each Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) and 
Nonmetropolitan areas  in the US, and census 
metropolitan area (CMA) and census agglomerations 
(CA) in Canada. As in 2021, housing and shelter 
costs make up one-third of total expenditures for 
the average US household,69 and 22.8 percent for 
the average household in Canada;70 this is assumed 
to capture the bulk of regional variations in cost of 
living.71 

Wage premiums by 
geographic area
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After factoring in the tech hubs definition for each 
jurisdiction, we found that tech workers who are 
working in a tech hub in the US make a premium 
of $7,500 over those in a non-tech hub jurisdiction. 
However, working in a tech hub in Canada does 
not yield significant returns over working in a non-
tech hub jurisdiction. Non-tech workers in the US 

also make a premium in working in areas that are 
designated as tech hubs, but not at the magnitude 
of tech workers ($4,650, compared to $7,500 
for tech workers in tech hubs). This implies that 
agglomeration effects in tech hub cities are not 
specific to just tech industries. 
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Finally, we explore the compensation impact of living 
in a jurisdiction with higher housing costs. Specifically, 
we focus on the net-pay increase associated with 
every $100 increase in housing costs. That is, what is 
the pay premium associated with moving from a city 
where one pays $1,600 in rent, to a city where one 
pays $1,700 in rent?

We find that in Canada, such a move is associated 
with an increase of $2,850 in annual wages for 
a tech worker. This at first glance is much larger 
than the $1,300 increase in annual wages to a tech 
worker in the US. However, we also need to keep in 
mind that shelter costs across the US have a wider 
range compared to Canada. The average monthly 
shelter cost in Canada ranges from $700 to $2,350 
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across all areas (with a standard deviation of $300), 
compared to a range of $1,050 to $5,650 in the US 
(with a standard deviation of $670). A worker who 
works in the area with the highest average monthly 
shelter costs in Canada (Wood Buffalo, Alberta) pays 
1.7 times more than the national average, whereas a 
worker in the US area with the highest shelter costs 
(San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara) pays over twice 
the national average. This implies that in aggregate, 
it is likely that wage premiums to shelter costs are 
larger for tech workers in large US tech hubs such 
as San Francisco and Seattle compared to Canadian 
tech hubs such as Toronto and Vancouver, even if 
inter-city variations in shelter cost premiums are 
lower in the US.

As an example, the national average monthly shelter 
cost in Canada was $1,402 in 2021, whereas the 
average monthly shelter cost in Toronto was $1,936 
(a $534 difference). This implies that a worker in 
tech who works in Toronto makes a premium of 
$15,250 over the average tech worker in Canada. 
Comparatively, the national average monthly shelter 
cost in the US was $2,360 in 2021, compared to 
$5,020 in San Francisco-Oakland-Berkeley. This 
indicates that  roughly $34,000 in wages of a worker 
in tech in San Francisco-Oakland-Berkeley  can be 
attributed to working in the metropolitan area when 
compared to the average tech worker across the US.

The combination of these results implies that while 
tech wages in Canada are compensated depending 
on shelter costs in an area, the agglomeration effects 
of being in a Canadian tech hub does not translate 
into higher wages and compensation. However, in 
the US, tech workers not only make a premium on 
higher shelter costs, but also have significant wage 
premiums attributed to working in areas with large 
tech networks. Though tech hubs capture some 
variation in the cost of living between areas, wage 
premiums continue to be significant for tech workers 
in the US, which is larger than wage premiums to 
working in the US for the average non-tech worker. 
After factoring in variation in shelter costs and the 
tech hubs in both countries, it is observed that 
the wage differential attributed to being in the US 
over Canada on tech workers’ wages decreases to 
$15,800.
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Non-wage compensation

As employment wages only capture a part of the 
benefits a tech worker receives, other types of 
benefits such as equity and stock options, refresh 
grants, and incentive pay for tech workers should 
be quantified. In addition, other factors and types of 
non-employer compensation that could affect a tech 
worker’s decision on where to work could include 
health and dental benefits, tax rates, vacation days, 
and more. A high-level overview will compare and 
contrast these factors across the two countries. 

Using data from Option Impact by Pave,72 73 we 
quantified three types of non-wage compensation for 
tech workers in the US and Canada.

1. Refresh grants: Refresh grants, or equity 
refreshers, are equity compensation packages 
given to existing employees to match initial equity 
compensation provided to new hires. Equity 
refreshers are often given to support talent 
retention and recognize long-term employees for 
their contributions to the firm.74 

2. Target incentive pay (Bonus): Target incentive 
pay is provided to employees at the end of a 
calendar period (usually in a time frame of a year), 
and depends on the employees’ ability to reach 
performance targets. 

3. Total equity gross value: Total equity gross value 
is the current value of equity paid to employees of 
a firm. This is calculated assuming the shares have 
not been exercised, and any fees attached to the 
sale of shares has not been included.

Non-founder and non-executive employees in 
establishments of over 10 employees were examined 
according to jobs encompassing 85 occupations of 
varying levels of seniority.75 76 Between 8,000 and 
31,000 employees (depending on the compensation 
type) in the US were examined, and 900 to 5,000 
employees (depending on the compensation type) in 
Canada for the timeframe spanning 2021 to 2022. A 
weighted average of the fiftieth percentile of non-
wage earnings was calculated for each country and 
compensation type. 

6
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Tech workers in the US received higher non-wage 
compensation across all three types analyzed. The 
median tech worker in the US received 41 percent 
higher refresh grants than the median tech worker 
in Canada. Incentive pay was also greater in the US 
to a similar degree, with the median tech worker 
in the US receiving 43 percent higher incentive 
pay compensation than the median tech worker 
in Canada. However, the largest difference in non-
wage compensation stems from value from equities/
stock options. The median tech worker in the US 
is compensated with over twice as much in equity 
value than the median tech worker in Canada. This is 
a byproduct of the market capitalization of US tech 
companies far exceeding the value of Canadian tech 

firms. Meta (formerly Facebook), Amazon, Apple, 
Netflix and Alphabet (formerly Google) together 
known as FAANG77 companies account for 21 percent 
of the S&P 500 index, amounting to over $9 trillion 
CAD in 2023.78 79 In comparison, the entire S&P/
TSX index is valued at $4.2 trillion CAD.80 Shopify, 
the largest Canadian tech company, is valued at $111 
billion CAD;81 this is contrasted with Apple, the largest 
US tech company, having a market capitalization of 
over $3 trillion CAD.82 The findings from analyzing 
these three types of non-wage compensation tells us 
that while there is a significant gap in wages between 
the US and Canada for annual wages, it is most likely 
severely understated. 
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In addition, the distribution of the weighted averages 
spanning the twenty-fifth percentile tech worker 
compared to the seventy-fifth percentile tech worker 
in the US was also greater compared to Canada for 

non-wage earnings, as seen in Table 1. This matches 
up with the finding that there is higher inequity in 
pay in the US, which we covered in the earlier wage 
compensation section. 

  

Distribution of non-wage compensation value
Table 1

Type of compensation

25th to 75th percentile ($CAD)

Canada US

Last refresh grant $14,200 - $91,400 $23,200 - $116,500

Target incentive pay $15,400 - $29,600 $10,300 - $19,100

Total gross equity value $30,200 - $233,100 $41,200 - $425,600
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Comparative table of various forms of non-wage 
compensation between US and Canada

Table 2

Type of 
compensation

US Canada Comparison

Health 
insurance

• Though the US does 
not have universal 
health care coverage 
as Canada does, many 
employers in tech 
offer competitive 
health care coverage, 
which could come in 
the form of medical, 
dental, and vision 
coverage, which the 
employer may pay 
partially or fully. 

• Top employers offer 
access to provider 

networks83 84 such as 
Health Maintenance 
Organizations 
(HMOs), which 
provide coverage 
for certain services 
defined within the 
plan’s network. 

• While this often does 
not fully cover all 
costs of health care, 
some tech companies 
cover premiums and 
deductibles as well.

• Basic coverage for 
Canadians is publicly 
funded and free. This 
covers services that 
are deemed “medically 
necessary,”85 which 
could include hospital 
visits and stays, doctor 
visits for preventative 
check-ups, ambulance 
services, etc.86 

• For offerings not 
covered under the 
public system, many 
companies offer partial 
coverage for dental 
services, prescription 
drugs, mental health, 
etc.

• While tech workers 
are likely to have lower 
insurance premiums 
than the average 
American, overall 
Canadians pay less for 
health care coverage 
compared to the US 
in 2021 ($8,563 CAD 
per capita in Canada87 
compared to $16,182 
CAD per capita in the 
US,88 or a difference of 
around $7,600 CAD).

• Self-employed tech 
workers in Canada are 
provided private health 
insurance premiums 
under Canada’s public 
health care system. 

Although incentive bonuses, equities, and refresh 
grants are among the largest components of non-
wage compensation, a sample of other types of 

non-wage compensation is presented and compared 
below to help understand potential drivers of a tech 
workers’ decision on where to work. 
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Comparative table of various forms of non-wage 
compensation between US and Canada (cont.)

Table 2

Type of 
compensation

US Canada Comparison

Remote work

• Many tech companies 
have offered remote 
work as an option pre-
pandemic. However, 
the COVID-19 
pandemic accelerated 
the adoption of flexible 
work arrangements, 
which has become 
an important 
consideration for many 
tech workers.

• A 2022 survey of 
tech workers found 
that 85 percent of 
tech workers in the 
US conduct their 
job partially or fully 
remotely, with 48 
percent working 

entirely remotely.89 90  

• Major tech companies 
headquartered in 
Silicon Valley such as 
Meta, Dropbox, and 
Airbnb offer fully-
remote arrangements, 
though some 
companies may 
adjust compensation 
depending on 
employee location.91 

• A survey by the TAP 
Network in 2022 
found that 99 percent 
of Canadian tech 
companies provide 
workers the option 
to work partially or 
fully remotely. In 
addition, 78 percent 
of Canadian tech 
companies allow 
workers to live 
interprovincially, and 
40 percent to work 

internationally.92 93 94  

• Canadian tech 
companies have led 
the way in offering 
remote work, with 
Shopify as one of the 
first tech companies 
announcing at the 
start of the pandemic 
its intentions of 
providing remote 
work to all employees 
indefinitely.95 

• There is no concrete 
evidence that remote 
work offerings from 
tech companies vary 
much between the 
two countries, as there 
is an abundance of 
tech companies that 
offer hybrid and fully-
remote work options.

• The nature of remote 
work provides the 
ability for workers 
to perform their 
jobs across borders. 
Conceivably, a 
Canadian resident 
could be employed 
at an American 
tech firm while 
living in Canada or a 
lower cost-of-living 
jurisdiction in the US, 
subject to potential 
compensation 
adjustments. 
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Comparative table of various forms of non-wage 
compensation between US and Canada (cont.)

Table 2

Type of 
compensation

US Canada Comparison

Retirement 
and pensions

• Offerings from large 
tech companies 
often provide dollar-
for-dollar matching 
on their employees’ 
401(k) up to a certain 
dollar amount or 
percentage of salary, 
or a 50 percent match 
on contributions up 
to an employee’s IRS 
limit.96 

• Some companies 
base matching on 
the length of time 
employed at the 
company; for example, 
Apple provides 50 
percent matching on 
three to six percent of 
base salary (depending 
on seniority) for the 
first two years, which 
goes up to 100 percent 
after five years.97 

• Similar to the US, 
employers often 
provide matching 
for employees’ 
contributions to their 
defined contribution 
plans. 

• Canadian companies 
typically offer around 
three to five percent 
matching for RRSP 
contributions.98 A 
competitive offering 
from a tech company 
could vary depending 
on the company.

• In both countries, 
tech companies often 
provide “defined 
contribution” plans99 
which provide some 
level of matching, 
which could vary by 
base salary percentage 
and match rate.

• Given that base 
salaries on average 
are greater in the US, 
pension benefits may 
be more competitive 
in the US as a function 
of the size of wage 
compensation alone.

• In the US, the most 
common “defined 
contribution” plan 
is the traditional 
401(k),100 which 
functions like RRSPs 
in Canada.
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Comparative table of various forms of non-wage 
compensation between US and Canada (cont.)

Table 2

Type of 
compensation

US Canada Comparison

Paid time off 
(PTO) and 
vacation pay

• According to the Fair 
Labor Standards Act 
(FLSA), employers 
are not required to 
pay employees for 
time taken off from 
work for vacation, 
sick leave, or federal 
holidays.101

• However, the tech 
industry is generally 
insulated from this, as 
most, if not all large 
tech companies in the 
US provide some PTO 
and vacation time for 
their employees.

• For many large tech 
companies, 10 to 
20 days of PTO is 
standard. In some 
instances, paid time 
off is unlimited for 
US-based employees 
at some companies 
such as Microsoft and 

LinkedIn.102 103 

• All federally regulated 
employers must 
provide  employees 
a minimum of two 
weeks of paid vacation 
every year, with 
vacation pay matching 
at least four percent of 
gross wages.104

• While at least three 
weeks of vacation is 
standard across tech 
companies, companies 
such as Shopify 
provide unlimited 
paid time off (similar 
to what top tech 
companies are offering 
in the US).

• The big difference 
between the two 
countries for PTO 
and vacation pay is 
in Canada, employers 
have a legal obligation 
to provide PTO 
whereas this is not the 
case in the US.

• As tech companies 
would often need to 
provide PTO/vacation 
packages in order to 
remain competitive, 
there is not a large 
discernable difference 
in these offerings 
between countries. 
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Implications for industry and 
policy makers

Why is this important?

These findings regarding compensation differences 
have stark implications on the overall landscape of 
Canada’s tech sector. Coupled with the increasing 
cost of living in metropolitan tech hubs in Canada 
(the Greater Toronto Area and Greater Vancouver 
Area, in particular), the gap in compensation 
erodes the attraction of working in Canada for tech 
workers. Though it is estimated that four in five 
STEM graduates in Canada stay and work in the 
country, the proportion of Canadian graduates within 
computer science and engineering fields (which are 
more directly related to tech) working in the US is 
estimated to be as high as two-thirds of graduates.105 
Although growth in demand for tech talent in Canada 
has outpaced the US (with cities such as Calgary, 
Vancouver and Toronto observing a growth of 6.3 
percent in digital skills growth compared to 4.7 

percent growth in US regions such as San Francisco/
the Bay Area, Seattle and New York City),106 
Canadian tech wages continue to trail their American 
counterparts.

Although the large gap in tech workers’ 
compensation between the US and Canada is a 
glaring issue, achieving a competitive tech labour 
market involves much more than just equating 
compensation levels. Capitalizing on the prosperity 
of a sector should include ensuring that all workers 
have the chance to participate. To build a thriving and 
competitive tech industry in Canada, it is important 
to do so responsibly, which includes ensuring that the 
relatively larger disparity in racial and gender wage 
outcomes that exists in the US tech industry is not 
replicated in Canada. 

7
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In light of these findings, what are some actions that 
Canada could take to address this tech wage gap, 
and to support equitable distribution of opportunities 
in this sector within Canada? Though this report is 
concerned with competing with US tech firms in 
terms of wages, it is important to note that the goal 
is not necessarily to replicate the American model, as 
other goals such as equitable distribution should be 
prioritized as well.

While some may say a straightforward solution 
could be to simply pay workers more, this may not 
be feasible for many small- to medium-sized firms 
and start-ups. Policy on a national scale to construct 
a strategy to retain talent remains scant, even 
though the problem of brain drain and declining 
labour productivity has been recognized for a long 
time. Though Canada attracts top immigrant talent 
through relatively favourable immigration policies to 
patch some of its labour gaps, the problem of lower 
wages still persists. Furthermore, immigrants who 
work in Canada also have the potential to leave for 
the US in the future, which contributes to Canada’s 
overarching struggles with retaining top tech talent.

Target #1: Boost growth in the tech 
ecosystem

In order for firms to be able to provide competitive 
wages, it is necessary to invest in home-grown 
tech companies that compete with US firms on a 
global scale. Fostering large anchor firms that are 
domestically headquartered could support the ability 
to afford higher wages for tech workers, create a 
more attractive and exciting environment for tech 
workers, and boost competitiveness and business 
dynamism. Business dynamism examines the rate 
of new entrant firms and exit rates of existing firms, 
and is linked to wage growth and worker mobility. 
A more dynamic start-up and scale-up ecosystem 
where there are a large number of highly productive 
firms correlates to a more competitive labour market 
for talent, which could incentivize companies to 
pay higher wages to workers through increased 
bargaining power for workers.107 To achieve this, it is 
important to build a supportive start-up and scale-
up environment, and provide investment-friendly 
incentives. A key part of this includes attracting 
foreign direct investment and venture capital. 

What needs to be done to 
address this issue?

Fostering large anchor firms that are domestically headquartered 
could support the ability to afford higher wages for tech workers, 

create a more attractive and exciting environment for tech workers, 
and boost competitiveness and business dynamism.
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Case study: Estonia

Despite having a population of just over one million in 2021, Estonia boasts $915 in venture capital (VC) 
funding for start-ups per capita, which ranks the third highest among all countries with over one billion 
dollars in start-up investment.108 This is greater than the US (with $808 in VC funding per capita), and 
Canada (with $271 in VC funding per capita). Among the supports which the Estonian government 
provide includes:

 • No corporate tax on retained or reinvested profits: rather, a 20 percent tax on distributed profits is 
applied, in order to encourage reinvestment.

 • A streamlined and low-cost start-up and scale-up visa program: Estonia’s start-up visa is 
comparatively less expensive and has a shorter processing time (the fee in Canada is $2,140 for a five-
year permanent residency109 compared to €160-€190 in Estonia ($240-$285 in CAD),110 and processing 
times in Canada span up to 36 months, compared to three to four weeks in Estonia).

 • Lower barriers to post-secondary education: there are no tuition fees in Estonia for full-time students 
in Estonian programs; some programs taught in English, such as Bachelor of Science in Engineering 
programs cost between €4400-€6000 a year ($6,600 to $9,000 CAD)111 and are free to EU citizens. 
Comparatively, the average engineering program in Canada costs $7,000 to $8,500 per semester. This 
supports a highly educated local workforce for firms looking to hire tech talent.

While the goal is not to replicate exactly the Estonian model or its outcomes, it is worth highlighting 
some policies which have supported the growth of a burgeoning tech ecosystem which could be 
leveraged to support attracting innovative firms and foreign capital. 

Other considerations to boost the prosperity of the 
tech ecosystem in Canada include:

 • R&D spending and supports: The federal 
government has a number of incentives to boost 
investment into tech R&D. This includes Scientific 
Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) 
tax credits to Canadian businesses to encourage 
investment into research and development, 
and the Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF) which 
provides up to $10 million for companies to develop 
significant technological innovations.112 113 An 
expansion of these supports could be considered 
to specifically target growing technologies such 
as artificial intelligence, quantum computing, and 
clean tech, as well as funding specific to early-
stage start-ups in tech.

 • Support for employers to boost student and 
post-grad internship opportunities: Many 
students who completed an internship or co-op 
program returned to their employer full-time after 
graduation. Class profiles surveying the University 
of Waterloo’s 2021 and 2020 Software Engineering 
graduates indicate that over 90 percent of 
students returned to their previous co-op 
employers for full-time opportunities.114 115 116 While 
there is some selection bias present (91.4 percent 
of co-op students in 2021 worked in the US for 
at least one work term), establishing pathways to 
full-time employment (including with competitive 
compensation) could improve retention of 
Canadian-educated students. 
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Target #2: Develop fair, equitable and 
competitive distribution

While a growth-oriented policy (as presented above) 
is needed, if we only focus on that singular goal, we 
risk opening up new areas of pay inequity, and hazard 
the comparatively equal pay landscape in Canada. We 
need to ensure that our pursuit of growth and the 
ability to offer competitive wages does not come at 
the expense of equity-deserving communities. Some 
solutions could include:

 • Reducing barriers to education (including training, 
skills, and digital literacy programs) especially for 
those with low-income: barriers could be from 
a cost perspective (which could be supported 
by grants and scholarships) or enrolment (which 
could be supported by the flexibility of programs, 
services to support the application process).

 • Promoting pay transparency and salary reporting 
from employers, that serves to improve bargaining 
power by employees in negotiating pay.117

 • Creating and supporting mentorship and career 
programs for underprivileged and equity seeking 
groups.

 • Developing partnerships with universities and 
colleges to foster equitable tech talent growth.

 • Fostering greater support for unions: evidence 
shows that more equitable pay distribution / 
smaller wage gaps are an outcome of unionized 
professions and sectors. Card, Riddell, and Lemieux 
(2020) found that while there are differences 
in wage outcomes when comparing private and 
public sectors, these gains were seen to be larger 
in Canada than the United States.118 For workers in 
the professional, scientific and technical services 
industry, only 4.2 percent of employees belonged 
to a union as of 2022.119 Supportive policies around 
unionization have the potential to reduce inequality 
in pay across race and gender.

 • Extending in-demand skills pipelines starting from 
elementary school or high school: programs to 
increase awareness of the changing skills demand 
from employers would help students discover their 
interest and adequately prepare for a career in 
tech.

We need to ensure that our 
pursuit of growth and the 

ability to offer competitive 
wages does not come at the 
expense of equity-deserving 

communities. 
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Conclusion

Tech workers in the US were paid significantly 
more than tech workers in Canada. The pay 
gap between tech workers in Canada and the US is 
significant, even once purchasing power is taken into 
account. Accounting for all workers, the gap is 46 
percent between countries. When examining full-time 
and full-year workers only, this gap reduces by 10 
percent. 

Pay inequity across gender, educational 
attainment, and race is much starker in the US 
than in Canada. Due to the underrepresentation of 
both women and those who don’t hold a Bachelor’s 
degree in both countries, closing the already smaller 
pay inequity in Canada did little to impact the overall 
pay gap. The dynamics of racial pay inequity in tech 
looked vastly different between the two countries; 
this is much more apparent in the US, where pay 
associated with one’s racial identity ranges 83 
percent from the highest paid tech workers (those 
who are South Asian) compared to the lowest paid 
tech workers (those who are American Indian / 
Alaskan Native (Indigenous) workers).  

Tech pay in Canada was also geographically 
dispersed, while it paid to be a tech worker in a 
major tech hub in the US. Tech workers in the US 
had much to gain by working within key tech hubs in 
the country. While this effect is somewhat dampened 
when factoring in housing costs at those hubs, the 
pay premium is still notable, given that there are no 
strong pay benefits for tech workers in Canada who 
are located in tech hubs in this country.

Taking non-wage compensation into account, 
it is likely that the tech compensation gap 
is understated. The median compensation in 
terms of equity and stock options, refresh grants, 
and incentive pay for a tech worker in the US is 
significantly higher than for a tech worker in Canada. 
At a minimum, compensation from refresh grants and 
incentive pay is 40 percent higher for the median 
tech worker in the US, with equity value twice as 
large for tech workers in the US. In the same vein as 
wage compensation being comparatively higher, the 
gap in non-wage compensation is a function of tech 
companies in the US having greater valuations than 
Canadian tech firms. 

8
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As much as compensation is the main driver, 
fostering a flourishing ecosystem where 
workers can contribute to the development 
of innovative products and services is part 
of the consideration around retaining talent. 
Supporting the attraction and growth of early-
stage tech companies and the development of 
home-grown anchor firms, and providing them 
with the right incentives to grow is a piece of the 
puzzle. Establishing a dynamic ecosystem of highly 
productive and innovative firms could support 
more competitive wage offerings, as workers are 
afforded increased mobility and bargaining power. 
Furthermore, providing incentives outside of wages 
for tech workers (e.g., internships with established 
career pathways, and mentorship programs) and 
the opportunity to contribute to the development of 
new and innovative technologies could support the 
retention of top talent in Canada.

In addition to growing its overall 
competitiveness, there are other important 
considerations to consider when achieving a 
competitive tech landscape. Namely, parity in 
compensation for equity-deserving groups is a main 
consideration to ensure that existing inequalities in 
the labour market are not exacerbated. We see this 
in the US, where the distribution in wage outcomes 
is comparatively more uneven across race, gender, 
and education credentials. Responsibly distributing 
the wealth and prosperity that would result from the 
expansion of the tech sector should include equal 
access to participation, skills and training in addition 
to compensation parity. 
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Updates to the original crosswalk, outlined in Appendix A in “Who are Canada’s Tech Workers?”,120 were 
published in 2022.121 The changes were made to the crosswalk to accommodate the release of the 2021 NOC 
definitions. In addition, for the Canadian tech occupations classification, the NOC 21211 for Data Scientist was 
manually coded as a tech job, as it was not originally identified in the tech workers’ definition crosswalk due 
to the lack of O*NET data available for this job. The following changes to occupations defined as tech jobs 
between the 2021 and 2016 NOC are outlined below. 

Appendices
Appendix A: Tech workers definition

2021 NOC tech jobs 2016 NOC tech jobs

The following jobs (or equivalents) were included in both concordances:

Computer systems developers and programmers Computer programmers and interactive media 
developersSoftware developers and programmers

Software engineers and designers

Aerospace engineers

Mechanical engineers

Computer network and web technicians Computer network technicians

Computer engineers (except software engineers and designers)

Telecommunication carriers managers

Database analysts and data administrators

Web designers
Web designers and developers

Web developers and programmers

Information systems testing technicians

Electrical and electronics engineers

Mining engineers

Geological engineers

Chemical engineers

Telecommunications equipment installation and cable 
television service technicians

Telecommunications line and cable workers

Cable television service and maintenance technicians

Industrial designers

Broadcast technicians

Telecommunications installation and repair workers

Information systems specialists Information systems analysts and consultants

Computer and information systems managers

Other professional engineers, n.e.c.

Physicists and astronomers

Table A.1 - 2016 to 2021 NOC concordance
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The following jobs were added in the 2021 
concordance:

The following jobs were removed in the 2016 
concordance:

Data scientists Technical occupations in geomatics and meteorology

Other professional occupations in physical sciences Engineering managers

Cybersecurity specialists Mathematicians, statisticians and actuaries

Petroleum engineers

Audio and video recording technicians

Electrical and electronics engineering technologists and 
technicians

Civil engineers

User support technicians

Metallurgical and materials engineers

For the US tech occupations classification, some jobs were manually added to match the Canadian 
classification, in addition to the original output of identified tech jobs from the same methodology applied to 
SOC occupations. As SOC occupations are grouped together differently in each data set (CPS-ASEC, ACS, 
and OEWS) a different set of jobs were manually coded as tech occupations.

In the CPS-ASEC and ACS, the following jobs were manually coded as tech jobs:

Table A.2 - Manually identified tech occupations in the CPS-ASEC and ACS

SOC code Occupation name

15-1230 (15-1231 and 15-1232)
Computer support specialists, including:
• Computer network support specialists
• Computer user support specialists

15-124X (15-1241, 15-1242, 15-1243, 15-1244)

Database and Network Administrators and Architects, 
including:
• Computer network architects
• Database administrators
• Database architects
• Network and computer systems administrators

15-1252 Software developers

17-2121 Marine engineers and Naval architects

17-2199 Engineers, All other

19-2010 (19-2011 and 19-2012) Astronomers and Physicists

19-2099 Physical scientists, All other

49-2020 (49-2021 and 49-2022)

Radio and Telecommunications Equipment Installers and 
Repairers, including: 
• Radio, Cellular, and Tower equipment installers and 

repairers
• Telecommunications equipment installers and 

repairers, except line installers
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In the OEWS, the following jobs were manually coded as tech jobs:

Table A.3 - Manually identified tech occupations in the OEWS

SOC code Occupation name

15-1252 Software developers

19-2099 Physical scientists, All other

15-2051 Data scientists

17-2071 Electrical engineers

17-2151
Mining and geological engineers, including Mining safety 
engineers

17-2199 Engineers, All other

17-2111
Health and safety engineers, except Mining safety 
engineers and Inspectors

17-2121 Marine engineers and Naval architects
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The full list of SOC occupations classified as tech that were available in all data sets are detailed below.

Table A.4 - SOC tech occupations

SOC code Occupation name

11-3021 Computer and information systems managers

15-1211 Computer systems analysts

15-1212 Information security analysts

15-1221 Computer and information research scientists

15-1230 Computer support specialists

15-1241 Computer network architects

15-1244 Network and computer systems administrators

15-124X Database administrators and architects

15-1251 Computer programmers

15-1252 Software developers

15-1253 Software quality assurance analysts and testers

15-1254 Web developers

15-1255 Web and digital interface designers

17-2011 Aerospace engineers

17-2031 Bioengineers and biomedical engineers

17-2041 Chemical engineers

17-2061 Computer hardware engineers

17-2070 Electrical and electronics engineers

17-2121 Marine engineers and naval architects

17-2141 Mechanical engineers

17-2199 Engineers, all other

19-2010 Astronomers and physicists

19-2099 Physical scientists, all other

27-1021 Commercial and industrial designers

49-2020
Radio and telecommunications equipment installers and 
repairers

49-9052 Telecommunications line installers and repairers
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A series of three regressions were constructed. The first regression follows the functional form: 

wagesi = β0 + β1GEOi + β2GENDERi + β3WORKi + β4TECHi + β5EDUi + ϵi

where the dependent variable wages
i
 represents the average annual before-tax wages in an occupation,  

GEOi ∈ {0, 1}, GENDERi ∈ {0, 1}, WORKi ∈ {0, 1} and TECHi ∈ {0, 1} are dummy variables representing 
the country of work (US or Canada), gender (Male or Female workers), work type (full-time and full-year 
workers or otherwise), and an identifier for tech or non-tech occupations. EDU

i
 is a categorical variable 

representing the highest education credential obtained. The base groups for the variables are male for gender, 
no degree or high school diploma for education credential, Canada for country of work, and full-time/full-year 
for work type. The regression was run subsetting for Canada data only and US data only, as well as for both 
data sets together to estimate the attribution of wage premiums to the US for a tech worker. The index i 
represents each occupation (NOC or SOC).

The second regression follows the form:

wagesi = β0 + β1RACEi + β2GENDERi + β3TECHi + ϵi

where the dependent variable wages
i
 represents the average annual before-tax wages in an occupation, 

RACE
i
 is a categorical variable representing racial identity, GENDER

i
 is a dummy variable representing Male 

or Female workers, and TECH
i
 is an identifier for tech or non-tech occupations. The index i represents each 

occupation (NOC or SOC).

The third regression follows the form:

wagesi,j = β0 + β1SHELTERi,j + β2TECHHUBi,j + β3TECHi,j + β4GEOi,j + ϵi,j

where the dependent variable wages
i,j
 represents the average annual before-tax wages in an occupation, 

SHELTER
i,j
 is a numeric variable representing the average shelter cost of a region, TECHHUB

i,j
 is a dummy 

variable identifying whether a region is classified as a tech hub, TECH
i
 is an identifier for tech or non-tech 

occupations, and GEO
i,j
 is a variable representing the country of work (US or Canada). The index i represents 

each occupation (NOC or SOC), and the index j represents a geographic region (which could either be a 
specific metropolitan area or a non-metropolitan area).

It is assumed that the OLS assumptions of exogeneity, zero-mean and heteroscedastic errors hold. Given the 
availability of characteristics in the data that was present at the time of the creation of this report, the set-up 
of these regressions may be subject to some omitted variable bias. However, we assume that the messaging 
of the findings in this report do not vary materially as a result.

Appendix B - Regression analysis
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Appendix C - All regression tables

Table A.5: US and Canada, all occupations (education credential, gender, work type, country)

Variable Estimates and standard errors Occupation type

Intercept
84,849.2***
(9,018.1)

Tech

Bachelor's degree
23,438.1**
(9,569.0)

College diploma
14,613.5
(9,779.6)

Doctorate
54,951.4***
(10,056.9)

High school
4,220.3
(9,802.2)

Master's degree
36,374.9***
(9,636.2)

Female
-18,779.5***
(3,872.5)

US
30,741.1***
(3,984.7)

Part-time
-53,163.6***
(3,870.0)

Intercept
61,453.7***
(1,118.1)

Non-tech

Bachelor's degree
20,276.9***
(1,247.4)

College diploma
12,997.1***
(1,264.3)

Doctorate
50,337.4***
(1,651.7)

High School
7,682.8***
(1,238.1)

Master's degree
31,951.0***
(1,325.5)

Female
-12,694.7***
(721.6)

US
11,828.8***
(742.7)

Part-time
-39,572.1***
(722.1)

OLS regression on average annual wages paid to workers (in 2021 Canadian dollars). ***:p<0.01; **:p<0.05; *:p<0.1 
Highlighted text indicates numbers presented in the main body of the report.
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Table A.6: Canada, all occupations (education credential, gender, work type)

Variable Estimates and standard errors Occupation type

Intercept
96,239.3***
(5,116.0)

Tech

Bachelor's degree
11,925.4**
(5,552.0)

College diploma
4,891.2
(5,629.0)

Doctorate
28,117.0***
(5,732.2)

High School
-1,126.9
(5,671.7)

Master's degree
16,375.5***
(5,581.3)

Female
-15,667.3***
(2,315.2)

Part-time
-51,451.7***
(2,311.3)

Intercept
63,045.5***
(822.1)

Non-tech

Bachelor's degree
16,033.2***
(959.2)

College diploma
11,889.3***
(956.6)

Doctorate
31,544.8***
(1,225.4)

High School
6,764.7***
(958.3)

Master's degree
22,680.1***
(1,002.2)

Female
-10,323.0***
(562.5)

Part-time
-36,389.4***
(561.7)

OLS regression on average annual wages paid to workers (in 2021 Canadian dollars). ***:p<0.01; **:p<0.05; *:p<0.1

Highlighted text indicates numbers presented in the main body of the report.
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Table A.7: US, all occupations (education credential, gender, work type)

Variable Estimates and standard errors Occupation type

Intercept
88,064.8***
(23,496.7)

Tech

Bachelor's degree
51,595.0**
(24,895.3)

College diploma
37,834.8
(25,699.5)

Doctorate
116,825.6***
(26,946.4)

High School
21,974.5
(25,559.3)

Master's degree
76,469.5***
(25,115.8)

Female
-24,993.2***
(9,461.1)

Part-time
-55,298.2***
(9,463.7)

Intercept
68,807.3***
(2,544.8)

Non-tech

Bachelor's degree
28,549.2***
(2,848.5)

College diploma
15,933.2***
(2,956.0)

Doctorate
89,565.5***
(4,010.7)

High School
11,751.6***
(2,805.3)

Master's degree
49,009.6***
(3,104.1)

Female
-16,942.8***
(1,603.1)

Part-time
-43,669.5***
(1,609.5)

OLS regression on average annual wages paid to workers (in 2021 Canadian dollars). ***:p<0.01; **:p<0.05; *:p<0.1

Highlighted text indicates numbers presented in the main body of the report.
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Table A.8: Canada, all occupations (race, gender)122

Variable Estimates and standard errors Occupation type

Intercept
75,301.4***
(3,167.2)

Tech

Arab
-9,913.8**
(4,883.4)

Black
-8,690.9*
(4,644.9)

Chinese
-1,024.3
(4,391.4)

Filipino
-4,442.5
(4,904.7)

Japanese
18,357.8***
(6,008.0)

Korean
3,371.5
(5,347.6)

Latin American
2,688.8
(4,929.8)

Multiple visible minorities
1,527.8
(5,268.2)

South Asian
-9,052.7**
(4,432.5)

Southeast Asian
-2,029.5
(5,100.4)

Visible minority, n.i.e.
11,611.9**
(5,876.4)

West Asian
-1,948.5
(4,831.3)

Female
-8,504.6***
(2,153.7)

Intercept
52,740.5***
(734.6)

Non-Tech

Arab
-5,511.0***
(1,173.3)

Black
-5,880.5***
(1,083.5)

Chinese
-3,406.8***
(1,084.0)

Filipino
-2,142.6*
(1,127.2)

Japanese
10,585.9***
(1,503.9)

Korean
-1,905.4
(1,351.3)
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OLS regression on average annual wages paid to workers (in 2021 Canadian dollars). ***:p<0.01; **:p<0.05; *:p<0.1

Highlighted text indicates numbers presented in the main body of the report.

Latin American
-2,841.3**
(1,140.7)

Multiple visible minorities
-492.3
(1,246.3)

South Asian
-5,507.0***
(1,053.3)

Southeast Asian
-2,472.8**
(1,207.4)

Visible minority, n.i.e.
1,831.0
(1,333.0)

West Asian
-6,941.4***
(1,239.7)

Female
-9,606.3***
(517.4)
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Table A.9: US, all occupations (race, gender)123

Variable Estimates and standard errors Occupation type

Intercept
125,084.7***
(6,475.3)

Tech

American Indian and/or Alaskan 
Native

-18,716.9**
(9,266.7)

Black
-20,215.0**
(8,840.5)

Chinese
13,811.2
(8,887.1)

Filipino
14,324.9
(9,149.0)

Japanese
15,781.0*
(9,398.3)

Korean
12,224.1
(9,206.6)

Latin American
-31,803.7***
(8,076.3)

Multiple visible minorities
-5,456.2
(8,795.7)

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
-5,487.8
(11,082.8)

South Asian
18,531.7**
(8,887.1)

Southeast Asian
-2,691.3
(9,036.8)

Visible minority, n.i.e.
-8,958.4
(8,886.8)

Female
-11,803.4***
(3,604.5)

Intercept
80,164.2***
(1,862.0)

Non-Tech

American Indian and/or Alaskan 
Native

-12,160.5***
(2,656.8)

Black
-9,129.8***
(2,548.7)

Chinese
9,986.5***
(2,701.9)

Filipino
951.7
(2,676.9)

Japanese
14,058.9***
(3,023.1)

Korean
10,156.3***
(2,846.9)
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Latin American
-21,725.6***
(2,270.1)

Non-Tech

Multiple visible minorities
-4,750.2*
(2,533.3)

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
-9,408.1***
(3,119.4)

South Asian
11,749.2***
(2,724.3)

Southeast Asian
-2,845.1
(2,711.0)

Visible minority, n.i.e.
-7,932.3***
(2,555.5)

Female
-12,994.4***
(1,073.0)

OLS regression on average annual wages paid to workers (in 2021 Canadian dollars). ***:p<0.01; **:p<0.05; *:p<0.1

Highlighted text indicates numbers presented in the main body of the report.

OLS regression on average annual wages paid to workers (in 2021 Canadian dollars). ***:p<0.01; **:p<0.05; *:p<0.1

Highlighted text indicates numbers presented in the main body of the report.

Table A.10: Canada, all occupations (average shelter costs, tech hub status)

Variable Estimates and standard errors Occupation type

Intercept
46,930.4***
(3,536.2)

Tech

Average shelter cost
2,855.0***
(2.7)

Tech hub
615.0
(2,996.2)

Intercept
38,065.0***
(783.7)

Non-Tech

Average shelter cost
1,712.0***
(0.6)

Tech hub
-3,952.0***
(754.0)
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Table A.11: US, all occupations (race, gender)

OLS regression on average annual wages paid to workers (in 2021 Canadian dollars). ***:p<0.01; **:p<0.05; *:p<0.1

Highlighted text indicates numbers presented in the main body of the report.

Variable Estimates and standard errors Occupation type

Intercept
83,098.9***
(1,122.9)

Tech

Average shelter cost
1,275.0***
(0.6)

Tech hub
7,490.7***
(1,318.9)

Intercept
53,918.3***
(334.4)

Non-Tech

Average shelter cost
8,638.0***
(0.2)

Tech hub
4,658.0***
(430.3)
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Seventy jobs across nine job families in the Option Impact data set were manually classified as tech. Table A.12 
details the job titles and families below.

Table A.12: List of jobs identified as tech within Option Impact

Job Family Job Titles

Software (SW) development & engineering

Software Engineering
SW Engineering, Manager
SW Engineering, Director
SW Engineer (Levels 1-6)
SW Intern
SW Technician, Senior

Software Quality Assurance (QA) and Test

SQA, Manager
SQA, Director
SQA Engineer (Levels 1-5)
SQA Technician
SQA Technician, Senior

Hardware engineering

HW Engineering, Manager
HW Engineering, Director
HW Engineer (Levels 1-6)
HW Technician
HW Technician, Senior

Hardware Quality Assurance (QA) & Test
HQA Engineer (Levels 2-3)
HQA Technician
HQA Technician, Senior

Web engineering
Web Engineering, Manager
Web Engineering, Director
Web Engineer (Levels 1-4)

Information technology

IT, Manager
IT, Director
IT Engineer (Levels 1-5)
IT Technician
IT Technician, Senior

Data science

Data Science, Manager
Data Science Director
Data Science (Levels 1-5)
Data Science Intern

Development operations (DevOps)
DevOps, Manager
DevOps, Director
DevOps (Levels 1-6)

Data/Algorithm engineering
Data/Algo Engineering Manager
Data/Algo Engineer (Levels 1-5)

Appendix D - Tech workers classification in Option 
Impact
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When citing information from reports, journal articles, or other research sources, we adhere to the terminology 
employed by the authors of those sources. For Canada, this involves the use of the term ‘visible minorities,’ 
a phrase utilized by Statistics Canada for statistical purposes, which is also outlined in the Employment 
Equity Act. Visible minority status refers to a person’s racialized identity or ethnic origin to describe “persons, 
other than Indigenous peoples, who are non-Caucasian in race or non-white in colour”.124 In the US, the U.S. 
Census Bureau equivalent to describing visible minorities or racialized identities is referred to as race. Canada 
categorizes Latin American (or Latino) as a visible minority identity, whereas in the US this is a separate 
categorization from race. Rather, it is categorized as a Hispanic origin status, where a worker can identify as 
having an ethnic background from a Hispanic country (where  a Latin American identity is a subset of these 
countries), or if they do not identify as Hispanic. This would invariably would lead to some double counting 
(e.g., someone can identify as White and Latin American, and will be counted in the average wage estimation 
for both categories), but we assume that this does not significantly distort the income estimates for race 
given that there are 25 million who identify as Latin American compared to 166 million total workers. 

Visible minority identity in Canada is separate from Indigenous identity, whereas in the US this is included as a 
categorization under race (referred to as “American Indian and/or Alaskan Native”). An analysis on Indigenous 
workers in Canada is not included in this study given that the employment and wage data for the 2021 
Canadian census was not available during the writing of the report. 

Furthermore, the alignment of visible minority and race is not exact - for example Arab, Middle Eastern, West 
Asian and North African identities are classified as “White” under Race (in the US), while these are separate 
categorizations in the Canadian context for visible minority. The racial identities of Chinese, Japanese, Korean, 
Filipino, South Asian, Southeast Asian were separately identified, following the breakdown of visible minority 
identities in the Canadian census. This was done to provide understanding of broader racial labour market 
outcomes according to the specificity that the data allows throughout both data sets. 

Appendix E - Race, racialized identity and visible minority 
classifications
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